Name_________________  
Hour___________

**Portrait Hunt**

Directions

Use the classroom reference books to find 2 different portraits by 2 different artists.

- One has to be male and the other female.
- In addition, one has to be from a culture or race that is different from your own.

You must include the **title of the portrait**, the **artist's name**, the **year it was made**, the **book and page number** that you found it in and write a small paragraph describing the portrait. For example, what does the person look like, what's going on in the portrait, what are the colors like...etc.

**Portrait One**

Title of Portrait:

Artist:

Year:

Book that you got it from and page number:

Paragraph:

(Turn me over)
Portrait Two

Title:

Artist:

Year:

Book that you got it from and page number:

Paragraph: